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 13 

Abstract.— Bedding plane assemblages of Ediacaran fossils from Mistaken Point, 14 

Newfoundland, are among the oldest known records of complex multicellular life on Earth (~565 15 

Ma).  The in-situ preservation of these sessile, but otherwise deeply enigmatic organisms means 16 

that statistical analyses of specimen positions can be used to illuminate their underlying 17 

ecological dynamics, including the interactions between taxa.  18 

Fossil assemblages on Mistaken Point D and E surfaces were mapped to millimetre 19 

accuracy using differentiated GPS.  Spatial correlations between ten well defined taxa 20 

(Bradgatia, Charniid, Charniodiscus, Fractofusus, Ivesheadiomorphs, Lobate Discs, 21 

Pectinifrons, Plumeropriscum, Hiemalora and Thectardis), were identified using Bayesian 22 

Network Inference (BNI), and then described and analysed using Spatial Point Process Analysis.  23 

BNI found that the E surface community had a complex web of interactions and associations 24 

between taxa, with all but one taxon (Thectardis) interacting with at least one other.  The unique 25 

spatial distribution of Thectardis supports previous, morphology-based arguments for its 26 

fundamentally distinct nature.  BNI revealed that the D surface community showed no inter-27 

specific interactions or associations, a pattern consistent with a homogeneous environment.  28 

On the E surface, all six of the abundant taxonomic groups (Fractofusus, Bradgatia, 29 

Charniid, Charniodiscus, Thectardis and Plumeropriscum) were each found to have an unique 30 

set of interactions with other taxa, reflecting a broad range of underlying responses.  Four 31 

instances of habitat associations were detected between taxa, of which two (Charniodiscus - 32 

Plumeropriscum, and Plumeropriscum - Fractofusus) led to weak competition for resources.  33 

One case of pre-emptive competition between Charniid and Lobate discs was detected.  There 34 

were no instances of inter-specific facilitation.   Ivesheadiomorphs interactions mirror those of 35 
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Fractofusus and Charniodiscus, identifying them as a form-taxonomic grouping of 36 

degradationally homogenized taphomorphs. The absence of increased fossil abundance in 37 

proximity to these taphomorphs argues against scavenging/saprophytic behaviours dominating 38 

the E surface community.   39 
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Introduction 45 

Ediacaran organisms occupy a key place in the evolution of life on Earth, occupying the 46 

transition from the microbially-dominated world of the Proterozoic to the animal-dominated 47 

world of the Phanerozoic.  Ediacaran macrofossils are represented by three broadly delineated 48 

assemblages (Waggoner 2003), of which the oldest, the Avalonian assemblage, consists of a 49 

diverse range of deep-water, sessile organisms (Narbonne 2004).  Avalonian organisms share 50 

few features with living forms, making their biology, phylogenetic relationships and ecological 51 

interactions difficult to assess (Brasier et al. 2012; Hoyal Cuthill and Conway Morris 2014; Liu 52 

et al. 2015; Dufour and McIlroy 2017).  Even so, almost all of these Avalonian macro-organisms 53 

were sessile (Seilacher et al. 2005, Liu et al. 2011), so their typically in situ preservation 54 

provides a direct account of their biological and ecological processes.  Significant insights into 55 

Avalonian community ecology have been gained from the statistical analysis of specimen 56 

positions using Spatial Point Process Analyses (SPPA), with Clapham et al. (2003) 57 

demonstrating their non-random distribution on the seven principal surfaces at Mistaken Point, 58 

SE Newfoundland.  More recent work has used computational and mathematical advances in 59 

SPPA to tease out the underlying biological processes, including distinctive modes of 60 

reproduction (Mitchell et al. 2015).  61 

Almost all spatial analyses of Avalonian communities to date have focussed on interactions 62 

within a single taxon.  Real organisms, however, rarely act in isolation, so any useful resolution 63 

of Avalonian ecology will also need to assess interactions between co-occurring taxa.  The extent 64 

to which these interactions impact community structure depends on a multitude of interlinked 65 

factors, including resource availability and the response of constituent taxa to local conditions.   66 

Such interactions can be positive, where one taxon facilitates the survival of another, or negative 67 
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where one taxon inhibits another through competition, predation or chemical exclusion.  68 

Combinations of positive and negative inter-specific interactions also occur, acting over different 69 

temporal and/or spatial scales. 70 

Recent advances of SPPA have demonstrated rich potential to resolve such relationships 71 

for communities of sessile organisms (e.g. Wiegand et al. 2007A; Muko et al. 2014).  72 

Community-scale spatial distributions depend on the interplay of a number different factors, 73 

most importantly physical environment (Wiegand et al. 2007B), organism dispersal/reproduction 74 

(Seidler and Plotkin 2006), competition for resources (Getzin et al. 2006), facilitation between 75 

taxa (Lingua et al. 2008), and differential mortality (Getzin et al. 2008).  The emergent spatial 76 

patterns are rarely discernible to the naked eye (Illian et al. 2008), but can be readily resolved 77 

statistically.  The distance metric used by Clapham et al. [2003] to analyse Avalonian community 78 

structure was ‘nearest neighbour analysis,’ where the distance from one specimen to another is 79 

measured and plotted on a cumulative frequency curve.  Such calculations, however, only 80 

capture local associations, and overlook more complex or larger-scale spatial patterns:  if all 81 

specimens occur within 10 cm of each other, for example, then no patterns larger than 10 cm will 82 

be detected.  Nearest neighbour analyses also fail to distinguish different types of aggregation, 83 

such as those due to vegetative reproduction (e.g., stolon-like clustering) versus small-scale 84 

habitat preference (Mitchell et al. 2015.  More generally, model comparisons using nearest 85 

neighbour distances are challenged by the difficulty of visualising the distribution shape or 86 

magnitude.   87 

In contrast to nearest neighbour analysis, pair correlation functions (PCFs) describe 88 

complex spatial distributions over large distances, providing an “organism’s point of view” of 89 

the surrounding community – by quantifying how density changes with increasing distance from 90 
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the average specimen (Law et al. 2009).  In addition to within-taxon or ‘univariate’ analyses 91 

(e.g., Mitchell et al. 2015), PCFs can be used to describe how the spatial density of one taxon 92 

changes relative to another – ‘bivariate’ PCFs.  Distinct modes of inter-specific interaction can 93 

be detected as non-random distributions between taxa either as aggregation/clustering (closer 94 

together than complete spatial randomness, CSR), segregation (further apart than CSR) or some 95 

combination of these patterns (e.g., segregated clusters).  This property means that bivariate 96 

PCFs provide a description of the scale, magnitude and shape of inter-specific spatial 97 

distributions, capturing complex patterns across a wide range of spatial scales.  Comparison of 98 

different spatial models (model fitting analyses) can be performed using Monte Carlo 99 

simulations and goodness-of-fit tests to compare how well they fit observed data (Diggle 2003; 100 

Illian et al. 2008).  If the model fits the data well (i.e. if the goodness-of-fit test p-value, 101 

pd<0.05), the hypothesized process is strongly supported.  Further information can be teased 102 

from spatial patterns using Random Labelling Analyses (RLA) to assess the relative differences 103 

of density-dependent behaviour between taxa pairs.  Because inter-specific interactions 104 

collectively define community structure, they can also be used to address how a community 105 

develops from initial colonization to mature community – succession – and how different taxa 106 

affect the community as a whole.  107 

Not every correlation is causal of course, so demonstration of interspecific associations 108 

does not in itself translate to (direct) ecological interaction.  In modern systems, indirect 109 

correlations can be distinguished from direct interactions by analysing the dynamics of the whole 110 

system using Bayesian Network Inference (BNI) (e.g., Milns et al. 2010) – where the joint 111 

probability distributions between variables (here the densities of each taxa population) is 112 

represented graphically (see Milns et al. 2010 Appendix B for a Bayesian network overview).  113 
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Once direct links between taxa have been established using BNI, the nature of those links can 114 

then be investigated using bivariate SPPA.  Deployed in tandem, BNI and SPPA offer a powerful 115 

means of reconstructing ecological structure from spatial data.  In this study, we apply it to the 116 

question of Avalonian community ecology.   117 

 118 

Materials and Methods 119 

In order to assess the interspecific dynamics of Ediacaran Avalonian communities, we carried 120 

out a detailed BNI and SPPA of the D and E surfaces of the Mistaken Point Formation on SE 121 

Newfoundland (Fig. 1).  These two surfaces host the most abundant and best-preserved 122 

communities of Avalonian macrofossils on record (Liu et al. 2015), dated to 565 ±3 Ma, (Benus 123 

et al. 1988).  The fossils are preserved as external moulds in siltstone hemipelagites, cast from 124 

above by volcaniclastic deposits (Wood et al. 2003; Ichaso et al. 2007). This study uses the 125 

dataset of Mitchell et al. (2015), comprising 2977 fossil specimens from the ‘E’ surface and 1402 126 

specimens from the ‘D’ surface (Supplementary Figure S1).  The mean accuracy of the GPS co-127 

ordinates of the data was 0.460 ± 06 cm horizontally and 0.8260 ± 11 cm vertically.  All fossils 128 

with a consistently recognizable form were assigned to the ten taxonomic groupings (cf., 129 

Clapham et al. 2003): Bradgatia, Charniid, Charniodiscus, Fractofusus, Hiemalora, 130 

Ivesheadiomorphs, Lobate Discs, Pectinifrons, Plumeropriscum and Thectardis.  For 131 

completeness, all remaining specimens were placed in one of two “bin groups”:  Holdfast Discs 132 

and Other Species (see Supplementary Figure S2 and Section S1 for taxonomic definitions).   133 

 134 

Spatial Analyses Performed on the D and E Surfaces at Mistaken Point 135 
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Two types of spatial analyses were performed on the spatial data of the D and E surfaces:  136 

Bayesian network inference (BNI) followed by Spatial point process analyses (SPPA; see 137 

Supplementary Section S2 for extended methods).  Performing BNI prior to SPPA analyses 138 

ensures that a bivariate correlations are not incorrectly linked to an inter-specific ecological 139 

process, by distinguishing a connected series of indirect correlations between several taxa from 140 

one direct correlation between two taxa.  In contrast, both univariate PCF analyses and bivariate 141 

analyses between different size-classes will not suffer from this type of indirect correlation, so do 142 

not require BNI.  In theory, careful bivariate SPPA should be able to distinguish direct from 143 

indirect correlations. However, when dealing with problematic fossils, such as those of the 144 

Ediacaran Avalon, BNI provides a key check on whether the signals found are indeed genuine 145 

direct correlations.    146 

   147 

Bayesian network inference. – The set of correlations or ‘edges’ between taxa pairs (networks) 148 

for both D and E surfaces were identified using BNI (Heckerman et al. 1995).  To find the best-149 

fit network for each surface, the mapped areas were first divided into quadrats and discretised 150 

into zero, low and high densities. 100 samples then were created by bootstrapping (sub-151 

sampling) these quadrat datasets at the 95% level (Magurran 2013) and the Bayesian network 152 

calculated using the software Banjo (Smith et al. 2006).  The resulting set of edges formed a 153 

bimodal distribution, represented by either rare-low occurrences or high occurrences.  High 154 

occurrence edges (determined using Mclust; Fraley et al. 2012) are the constituent edges of the 155 

underlying network, while the low occurrence edges are random “noise”  so do not correspond to 156 

actual correlations (cf., Yu et al. 2004), with the results depicted in the form of network 157 

diagrams.  The Interaction Strength is defined as the relative weight or strength of each high 158 
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occurrence edge output by Banjo, where 1 represents a strong positive correlation, -1 is a very 159 

strong negative correlation, and 0 is a non-monotonic correlation (i.e., positive and negative at 160 

different spatial scales).   Where a correlation between taxa was asymmetric (i.e., the strength 161 

and/or nature of one taxon on the other was not identical), this correlation was indicated on the 162 

network diagram by an arrow.  Mann-Whitney tests were used to compare the effects of taxon, 163 

edge removal and directionality, and to assess the relative importance of each to the network.   164 

 165 

Spatial Point Process Analyses. –  Unlike the BNI assessment of whole-community structure, 166 

PCF analyses can only consider individual taxon (univariate) or pairs of taxa (bivariate) during 167 

one set of analyses.  To describe an entire community structure, all individuals within the 168 

community need to be accounted for, hence the inclusion of obvious organ-taxa (Hiemalora) and 169 

bin groups (Holdfast Discs and Other Species) in the BNI analyses.  At the same time, however, 170 

the taxonomic indeterminacy of such groups is likely to obscure any palaeoecological signal 171 

based on their spatial distributions.  As such, these groups have been omitted from follow-up 172 

PCF analyses and discussion.  Putative taphomorph taxa, which may include the carcasses and 173 

resultant decay-induced microbial colonies (cf., Darroch et al. 2013), such as Ivesheadiomorphs 174 

and Lobate Discs are included in the PCF analyses because they are both morphologically and 175 

taphonomically distinct from all of the other taxonomic groups. Form-taxonomic groups that are 176 

likely to include a range of “natural” taxa (e.g., Holdfast Discs, Other Species, Hiemalora) do 177 

not have equivalent extant ecological models with which to interpret the correlations, so are 178 

excluded from the bivariate PCF analyses.  179 

Initial data exploration and heterogeneous Poisson modelling was performed in R using the 180 

package spatstat (Baddeley et al. 2015; Supplementary Methods S2).  Three types of SPPA were 181 
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used to determine the most likely underlying process behind each inter-specific interaction found 182 

using BNI:  1) pair correlation functions (PCFs); 2) model fitting to the PCFs and 3) random 183 

labelling analyses (RLAs).  Programita was used to find PCFs and to perform aggregation model 184 

fitting (Wiegand and Moloney 2013; Wiegand et al. 2004, 2006, 2009).  Monte Carlo 185 

simulations and Diggle’s goodness-of-fit test were used to compare the fit of different spatial 186 

model PCFs to the observed PCFs (the p-value pd, in which pd =1 indicates a complete model fit, 187 

and pd =0 indicates no fit [Diggle 2003; Illian et al. 2008]), and to determine the occurrence of 188 

habitat associations, competition and facilitation between taxa pairs.  Note that the pd is not a 189 

probability, but more akin to the coefficient of determination (R
2
) in a linear regression wherein 190 

the value represents the percentage of the data described by the model.  Finally, RLAs were used 191 

to detect density-dependent mortality processes (Jacquemyn et al. 2010; Raventós et al. 2010) 192 

using Monte Carlo simulations and calculating the difference in the extent to which each taxon 193 

departs from random labelling; i.e., whether the two populations exhibit density dependence.  194 

Because this measure is a difference between two PCF quotients, pd 
RLA 

= 0 corresponds to a 195 

random RLA pattern between the two taxa, indicating no density dependence; by contrast, pd 
RLA 

196 

= 1 indicates no distribution overlap and spatial patterning that is fully density dependent.  These 197 

spatial analyses and their relationships to ecological processes are outlined below; the underlying 198 

mathematics is described in detail by Wiegand and Moloney [2004] and Wiegand et al. [2004, 199 

2006].   200 

 201 

Using SPPA to detect and describe inter-specific interactions 202 

In the case of sessile communities, there are just four principal inter-specific processes that 203 

influence inter-specific distributions: (1) habitat associations (co-location of two taxa on the 204 
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same habitat), (2) competition (one or both taxa limit a mutual resource), (3) facilitation (one 205 

taxon enhances the survival of another) and (4) differential mortality/density dependent effects 206 

(Wiegand et al. 2007A). Each of these processes is best described by a distinct spatial point 207 

process model, so comparison of observed bivariate spatial distributions to these models can 208 

resolve the underlying process(es) (Diggle 2003; Wiegand and Moloney 2004). Although these 209 

models have been developed primarily in the context of terrestrial forest ecology, the underlying 210 

principles are equally applicable to other communities of sessile organisms including fungal 211 

sporocarps (e.g., Liang et al. 2007) and non-motile animals (e.g. Muko et al. 2014).  212 

Bivariate or pairwise PCFs describe how the densities between specimens belonging to two 213 

different taxa change with spatial scale, thus capturing inter-specific patterns.  A bivariate PCF = 214 

1 corresponds to two populations which exhibit complete spatial randomness (CSR) with respect 215 

to one another; i.e., they have no pairwise spatial structure and their bivariate distribution can be 216 

modelled by a homogeneous Poisson process (Illian et al. 2008).  Accordingly, if a homogeneous 217 

Poisson model is the best fit to the data (i.e., exhibits CSR), then the constituent organisms do 218 

not exhibit any significant interactions.  Insofar as most co-occurring taxa in most ecosystems 219 

are likely to exhibit some degree of interaction, sessile communities with no spatial structure are 220 

unusual, typically seen only during early establishment, and/or when resources are unlimited 221 

(e.g. Grieg-Smith 1979; Lin et al. 2011; Wiegand et al. 2012).   222 

By contrast, a bivariate PCF ≠ 1 indicates statistically significant aggregation (PCF > 1) or 223 

segregation (PCF < 1) between taxa.  The magnitude of the PCF reflects the intensity of 224 

underlying biological and physical processes:  two taxa populations with a PCF = 4, for example, 225 

are four times more aggregated than if they exhibited CSR; thus, the relative magnitudes of the 226 

PCFs can be used to compare relative strengths of interactions and associations. 227 
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Habitat associations. –  Habitat associations occur when two (or more) taxa have the same 228 

environmental preferences, such as the aggregation of alpine tree species at a common altitude 229 

(Wang et al. 2011), or aggregations around a patchy distribution of soil nutrients (John et al. 230 

2007).  Where inter-specific interactions derive from such habitat associations, they can be 231 

modelled by shared source models (also called shared parent models) where the two sets of taxa 232 

aggregate around the same set of mutually exclusive points; i.e., the focus of the taxa clusters are 233 

points that are not biological taxa, but some other ‘environmental’ factor (Wiegand et al. 2007a).  234 

Where habitat associations are shared between more than two taxa, they can be described by 235 

heterogeneous Poisson models, whereby specimen density is modelled by a random process in 236 

which density varies across the sample area depending on the given variable (e.g. altitude). 237 

Differing sensitivities to habitat heterogeneities can be encapsulated by using differing radii to 238 

form the heterogeneous Poisson model that describes the habitat (Supplementary Appendix: S2).  239 

Use of smaller radii to form the heterogeneous background corresponds to a stronger (more 240 

sensitive) reaction to the habitat, while larger radii correspond to a weaker (more diffuse) 241 

reaction.  Heterogeneous habitats formed from different substrate variations are quantified by 242 

different parameters of the bivariate shared source model such as the mean patch/cluster radius, 243 

the total number of patches/clusters, and the mean number of specimens within each 244 

patch/cluster.  When two bivariate models have different parameterizations, two distinct 245 

underlying substrate variations will have been identified, a reflection of ecological differences 246 

between the associated taxa. 247 

 248 

Competition between taxa. – Among sessile organisms, competition over limited resources is 249 

typically expressed in the form of reduced specimen density, a process known as thinning.  In 250 
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forests, thinning of fast growing but shade intolerant pioneer species occurs as a consequence of 251 

progressive light competition (Getzin et al. 2006).  In spatial terms, such inter-specific 252 

competition is detected as segregation between taxa, where the segregation is demonstrably not 253 

due to an association with a habitat that is itself patchy (in which case the pattern would fit a 254 

bivariate shared source or heterogeneous Poisson model; see Wiegand et al. 2007a).  255 

Inter-specific competition is scale-dependent, with pre-emptive and interference 256 

competition acting on smaller spatial scales, and resource competition acting over larger spatial 257 

scales.  In modern corals, for example, segregation often occurs when one taxon excludes 258 

another by pre-emptively occupying substrate space, yielding a system where the size of 259 

individual coral heads corresponds to local levels of (pre-emptive) competition (McCook et al. 260 

2001).   In this case the pattern can be recognized spatially by small-scale thinning or 261 

segregation, which occurs at similar magnitudes to the occupying taxon.  At larger scales, 262 

however, such direct inter-specific competition may derive from the release of inhibitory 263 

chemicals (allelopathy), disabling the settlement and/or survival of their neighbours yielding a 264 

quantitatively distinct spatial distribution (Willis 2007).   By assessing small-scale segregation in 265 

the context of body-size, it is possible to distinguish these distinct types of competition.  Large-266 

scale segregation can be distinguished from mutual association over a habitat of segregated 267 

patches by assessing whether heterogeneous Poisson models (i.e. local habitat heterogeneities) 268 

can be used to describe the large-scale segregations (Wiegand et al. 2007b). Thus, comparison of 269 

the spatial scales of segregations and of segregated distributions with heterogeneous Poisson and 270 

shared source models (to detect habitat associations) can be used to detect competition and infer 271 

the most underlying process.   272 

 273 
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Facilitation. – Inter-specific facilitation is a process whereby the presence of one taxon benefits 274 

the survival of another (e.g. Brooker et al. 2008).  Facilitation can be physical, such as protection 275 

from harsh conditions or the creation of suitable habitat (Jones et al. 1997), or intimately biotic 276 

as encountered in mutualistic endosymbioses (e.g., Bruno and Bertness 2001). In spatial terms, 277 

facilitation is indicated when the best-fit bivariate is a linked-cluster or double-cluster model 278 

(also known as bivariate Neymann-Scott/Thomas cluster models).  In linked-cluster models, the 279 

spatial pattern is described by a series of clusters with normally-distributed densities (i.e., 280 

Thomas Clusters) centred on the positions of the facilitating taxa (Dickie et al. 2005; Dale and 281 

Fortin 2014).  A linked Thomas double-cluster pattern is induced when the facilitated taxon 282 

(which forms Thomas Clusters around the facilitating taxon) reproduces to form secondary 283 

Thomas Clusters, resulting in Thomas double-clusters each centred on specimens of the 284 

facilitating taxon.  Mutualisms are best modelled by heterogeneous Poisson process with a 285 

density created from the joint density of the two taxa, which indicates mutual clustering with no 286 

external driving factor. 287 

 288 

Density dependent mortality processes. – Mortality rates within a population can vary due to a 289 

variety of density dependent processes, potentially influencing community spatial distributions 290 

and structure.  For example, the high biodiversity of tropical forests appears to be maintained 291 

through Janzen–Connell effects, whereby taxon-specific consumers such as herbivores or 292 

pathogens generate (positive) density-dependent mortality of their prey taxa.  Janzen-Connell 293 

effects prevent any single taxon from dominating the community, thus maintaining high 294 

community diversity (Velázquez et al. 2015).  Mortality processes can be investigated using 295 

random labelling analyses (RLAs; Goreaud and Pélissier 2003; Raventós et al. 2010), where the 296 
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spatial positions of the organisms are held constant, but a specimen property such as size-class or 297 

preservation detail is randomly shuffled among the observed spatial positions using Monte Carlo 298 

simulations. If the observed pattern falls outside this generated simulation envelope, then the 299 

specimen property (sub-group) is non-randomly distributed within the community population 300 

and a density-dependant process is detected. RLAs have been used to interrogate the effects of 301 

fire and canopy gaps on forest ecosystems and post-fire succession (De Luis et al. 2008; Getzin 302 

et al. 2008).  They can also be employed to compare the spatial distributions of superficially 303 

distinct forms, such as juveniles or differentially degraded carcasses.   304 

Application of SPPA to Identify Taphomorphs 305 

Identification of taphomorphs is crucial to ensure an accurate ecological understanding of 306 

Avalonian communities, ensuring that any impact of time-averaging can be identified and the 307 

relative importance of decay-based processes assessed.  Unlike extant communities, where living 308 

and dead specimens are easily distinguished, identifying preserved taphomorphs is impeded 309 

within Avalonian communities because the distinction between true morphological characters 310 

and taphonomically degraded characters is not well defined (e.g. Antcliffe et al. 2015) and more 311 

generally Avalonian morphological characters are limited in number compared to Phanerozoic 312 

organisms (e.g. Dececchi et al. 2017).  However, comparison of the bivariate spatial distributions 313 

of putative taphomorphs with those of non-taphomorph taxa can be used to establish both the 314 

likelihood of taphomorphic affinity and, for taphomorphs, their precursor taxa, where the spatial 315 

distributions of taphomorph taxa is expected to mirror that of their precursor taxa, i.e., is non-316 

unique. Note that these analyses assume that there is no small-scale patchy degradation (reflected 317 

by intra-specific segregation), a pattern that is not encountered on the D or E surfaces (Mitchell 318 

et al. 2015).  In this context, taphomorphs are are expected to exhibit a random distribution 319 
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within their precursor taxon populations, and have similar bivariate correlations.  The ecological 320 

interpretations of taphomorph distributions need to keep their affinity in mind because, when 321 

taphomorphs mirror the spatial distributions of their precursors, a competitive-type spatial 322 

distribution could be detected, for example, not because the taphomorphs are directly competing 323 

with another taxon, but because the precursor taxon to the taphomorph did compete with that 324 

taxon.   325 

Ivesheadiomorphs and Lobate Discs (Supplementary Figure S2 J, F) are the two dominant 326 

putative taphomorphs found within Mistaken Point communities (Clapham et al. 2003). 327 

Ivesheadiomorphs are characterized by a lack of consistent internal or external form, low 328 

preservation detail and rarity of symmetrical features (Liu et al. 2011).  Lobate discs are also 329 

relatively irregular compared to other taxonomic groups such as the rangeomorphs, but they are 330 

characterized by a circular shape, with high relief, approximately radially symmetrical, irregular 331 

lobes.  Both putative taphomorphs have a high morphological variability within identified 332 

specimens, which, when coupled with differences in spatial distributions due to the differing 333 

impact of local habitat heterogeneities and/or differing times of community developments, means 334 

that their affinities should be assessed on a surface by surface basis.  Therefore, any taphomorph 335 

and their precursor taxa identified on one surface may not apply to another (Kenchington and 336 

Wilby 2015).   337 

Results and Discussion  338 

Our analyses focussed on the D and E surface communities of Mistaken Point, 339 

Newfoundland.  The E surface is the most diverse and abundant assemblage of Avalonian fossils 340 

on record, preserving 14 distinct species (with eight abundant taxa) and 2977 identifiable 341 
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specimens within its 63.5 m
2
 area (Clapham et al. 2003, Mitchell et al. 2015).  The Mistaken 342 

Point D surface is also taxonomically diverse, preserving eight identifiable species (with three 343 

abundant taxa) within its 62.0 m
2
 area and 1402 individual fossils.  Combined BNI and advanced 344 

SPPA revealed an unprecedented level of ecological insight of the two principle surfaces, and 345 

reveal ecological distinctions between them beyond differences in community composition (cf., 346 

Clapham et al. 2003).  347 

 348 

BNI  349 

E surface. – On the E surface, BNI analysis revealed a complex network of inter-specific 350 

interaction and associations between the 12 taxonomic groups identified in this study (Fig. 2).  351 

Out of a possible 66 correlations, we identified 14 inter-specific correlations involving all but 352 

one of the constituent taxa, Thectardis.  On average, each taxon interacted with at least two other 353 

taxa (2.41 mean per-taxon correlation); though interaction strengths were skewed towards low 354 

values (0.17 mean Interaction Strength).  There were four non-monotonic correlations (different 355 

positive and negative correlations at different spatial scales), one negative correlation and nine 356 

positive correlations (Table 1). Fractofusus and Plumeropriscum were the most connected taxa, 357 

with four correlations each: Fractofusus correlated with Plumeropriscum, Ivesheadiomorphs, 358 

Lobate Discs and Holdfast Discs; Plumeropriscum correlated with Fractofusus, Charniodiscus, 359 

Holdfast Discs and Other Species.  Bradgatia was the least connected taxon within the network, 360 

only correlating with the Charniid group.  Excluding Hiemalora and the two bin groups resulted 361 

in eight inter-specific correlations among the eight remaining taxa – with a mean per taxon 362 

correlation of 2.28 and a mean Interaction Strength of 0.19. 363 
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The only taxon on the E surface to show no inter-specific interactions nor associations was 364 

Thectardis (based on 10,000,000 networks from 100 95% bootstrap samples, Fig. 2), which 365 

could be selectively excluded from the analyses without changing the network (p = 0.54; Fig. 2; 366 

Table 1).  This result is not due to its low abundance (< 1% of E surface specimens): the BNI 367 

data are input using discrete values, so the absolute abundance does not influence the network 368 

output.  Moreover, taxa with similar abundances (Hiemalora and Bradgatia) interact with other 369 

taxa even at the lower sampling of 80% BNI (Table 1). As such, the absence of Thectardis from 370 

the recovered network is most likely to be a real ecological signal, demonstrating its ecological 371 

isolation from other E surface taxa.   In addition to its conspicuously unconnected spatial 372 

distribution, Thectardis also stands out morphologically, distinguished by a simple triangular 373 

outline (Supplementary Figure S3D) and absence of the fractal or frondose differentiation seen in 374 

most co-occurring forms.  Sperling et al. (2011) have speculated on its possible sponge 375 

affiliations, but with little corroborating evidence (Antcliffe et al. 2011).  The ecological 376 

disparity of Thectardis is consistent with a different feeding mode of Thectardis to the other E 377 

surface taxa, for example, the active filter feeding that sponges employ, versus the passive 378 

osmotrophic feeding of the Rangeomorphs.  As such, our spatial analyses are consistent, but not 379 

definitive, in the support of a sponge affinity of Thectardis.  380 

 381 

D surface. – Despite its comparably abundant and diverse assemblage, BNI analysis of the D 382 

surface found no bivariate correlations between the three abundant taxa (Fractofusus, Bradgatia 383 

and Pectinifrons), while the remaining five (Plumeropriscum, Charniodiscus, Ivesheadiomorphs, 384 

Charniid and Lobate Discs) occur in too low an abundance (< 30 specimens/taxon) to yield 385 

statistically significant results.  As such, there are no reportable correlations or interactions 386 
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strengths for D surface, and no potential for follow-up SPPA analysis.  The only non-random 387 

PCF distribution on D is the univariate distribution of Fractofusus (Mitchell et al. 2015).   388 

The marked disparity in bivariate correlations between the D and E surfaces points to 389 

fundamental differences in their respective community structures, though only if the respective 390 

datasets are taphonomically comparable.  It is notable, for example, that the overall density of 391 

fossils on D surface is ~ 50% that of E surface (Clapham et al. 2003; Mitchell et al. 2015) which 392 

could potentially derive from differential modern erosion (cf., Matthews et al. 2017).  Our sub-393 

sampling the E surface community to a similar density as the D surface (50%), however, found 394 

that three of its 14 correlations were still readily detectable (Table 1), demonstrating clear signal 395 

retention.  Moreover, the three abundant taxa on D surface taxa have a total density comparable 396 

to that of their counterparts on E surface (2.27 - 22.40 specimens/m
2
 vs. 0.62 - 20.70 397 

specimens/m
2
 respectively), while the E surface pairwise densities of both Bradgatia + Charniid 398 

and Charniid + Lobate Discs are greater than the pairwise densities of D surface taxon-pairs.  At 399 

least in the case of these taxa and pairwise densities, it is clear that the absence of correlations on 400 

D surface is not an artefact of differential preservation or sampling.  The differences are 401 

ecological. 402 

Another possible interpretation of the disparity in BNI results between E and D is that the 403 

lower specimen density of D represents an early stage of community succession, yet to put 404 

pressure on local resources (Townsend et al. 2003); i.e., the organisms have not yet reached 405 

sufficient densities to be impacted by each other or their habitat.  The presence of at least two 406 

generations of Fractofusus (Mitchell et al. 2015), however, demonstrates substantial community 407 

development.  As such, the absence of ecological interactions, or even interspecific correlation, 408 

on the D surface is more likely to reflect a more homogenous background environment than that 409 
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of E surface, with no habitat patchiness to locally exacerbate competition.  Habitat heterogeneity 410 

is generally correlated to taxonomic diversity (e.g. Agarwal 2008), so the reduced diversity of 411 

the D surface could be explained simply as a consequence of the homogeneous environment.   412 

 413 

SPPA of the E surface 414 

Using bivariate PCF analyses, we found seven of the eight E surface correlations to be 415 

habitat associations and one the result of pre-emptive competition (Fig. 3; Supplementary Table 416 

S1). Within the habitat associations, two were devoid of any discernible interaction beyond co-417 

location, three exhibited non-unique or mirrored behaviours (Supplementary Table S2), and two 418 

showed clear evidence of subsequent behaviour.    There was no evidence of facilitation between 419 

any of the taxa on the E surface.    420 

 421 

Pre-emptive competition. – Lobate Discs segregated from Charniid on spatial scales smaller than 422 

0.5m at a PCF of 0.75; i.e. reducing Charniid density by 21% (PCFmin = 0.79; Fig. 3A; 423 

Supplementary Table S1).   This small scale segregation of Lobate Discs and Charniid is of the 424 

same spatial scale as the mean radius of Lobate Discs (Clapham et al. 2003), suggesting that the 425 

segregation is due to pre-emptive competition of Charniid not settling directly on the Lobate 426 

Discs. An alternative taphonomic explanation, where Charniid is preferentially degraded in 427 

association with Lobate Discs, is unlikely given the absence of such effects with co-occurring 428 

rangeomorphs such as Bradgatia or Plumeropriscum.  Allelopathy (the active release of 429 

inhibitory biochemicals) also causes small-scale segregation, but in this case the Lobate Disc – 430 

Charniid correlation exhibits the same spatial scale as the univariate Lobate Discs (albeit non-431 

significant) aggregation (Fig. 3A), suggesting that the underlying phenomenon did not extend 432 
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more broadly (as expected in with allelopathic diffusion).  That said, other chemical processes 433 

could result in such segregation if the inhibitory compound(s) remained localized within the 434 

Lobate Disc-occupied substrate, such as the H2S proposed by Dufour and McIlroy (2016). 435 

Interpreting the mechanisms behind the Lobate Discs – Charniid segregation is 436 

substantially hampered by the problematic nature of Lobate Discs, which lack a formal 437 

taxonomical definition or basic biological resolution; current interpretations range from a distinct 438 

macroscopic taxon to microbial colonies, taphomorphs or even sedimentary intrusions (e.g., Liu 439 

et al. 2011; Laflamme et al. 2011) .  Nonetheless, the statistical evidence for segregation is 440 

unambiguous and demonstrates that the Lobate Discs were largely in place before Charniid 441 

establishment. 442 

The absence of allelopathy within the E surface community contrasts with extant marine 443 

sessile communities, where such chemical-based exclusion and other direct interference 444 

competition such as overgrowth competition is pervasive (e.g. Jackson et al. 1975; Engel et al. 445 

2000).  Modern communities of sessile deep-sea organisms also tend to be densely packed, with 446 

corals and sponge commonly occupying 90% or more of available substrate (e.g. Calle 2010). By 447 

contrast, even the relatively dense E surface community has conspicuously lower substrate 448 

occupation rates (< 13%; Clapham et al. 2003), reflecting correspondingly lower levels of 449 

substrate competition.  Even so, the univariate Charniid PCF shows strong environmentally-450 

mediated spatial distributions (Supplementary Figure S3; Mitchell et al. 2015), suggesting that 451 

they may be more susceptible to the local substrate differences induced by the presence of 452 

Lobate Discs. 453 

 454 
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Unique habitat associations. – PCF analyses found that seven bivariate correlations were most 455 

likely due to habitat associations, where both of the constituent taxa experienced enhanced 456 

survival related to some (otherwise unseen) aspect of the background environment (Fig. 4A).  457 

Two of these seven unique habitat associations resulted in large-scale aggregations (Bradgatia – 458 

Charniid and Fractofusus – Lobate Discs; Fig. 3B, C), but without reducing the longer-term 459 

survival of either taxon (as would have been detected by segregation in the bivariate PCFs).  The 460 

Bradgatia – Charniid correlation is a relatively consistent aggregation which corresponds to a 461 

mutual density increase of Bradgatia and Charniid by 15% above CSR up to 3.4 m radius 462 

(PCFmax = 1.15; Fig. 3B).  The greatest aggregation of Bradgatia and Charniid occurs under 0.8 463 

m radius (PCFmax = 1.3) and is best modelled by a shared source model (pd = 0.66; Fig. 3B).  464 

This habitat heterogeneity also impacts Charniid, which is inferred by the similar spatial scales 465 

of the aggregated part of the univariate Charniid and bivariate Charniid - Bradgatia spatial 466 

distributions, but only very weakly affects Bradgatia given the random univariate Bradgatia PCF 467 

(Fig 3A - C).  The Charniid - Bradgatia spatial pattern is much weaker than that of the univariate 468 

Charniid aggregation, suggesting that this habitat heterogeneity strongly promotes Charniid 469 

establishment and only weakly promotes Bradgatia establishment.  A similar pattern is observed 470 

in corals where settlement is dependent on the type of previously established algae (cf., Carlon 471 

and Olson 1993).  Univariate Charniid and the bivariate Charniid - Bradgatia are the only PCFs 472 

that correlate at this spatial scale (Fig. 3A-C), suggesting that this metre-scale habitat 473 

heterogeneity did not affect other taxa.  474 

The E surface Fractofusus – Lobate Discs correlation is consistent but weak (PCFmax= 475 

1.15) up to a 2 m radius between the taxa; it is best modelled by a shared source model (pd = 476 

0.70, Fig. 3C).  The association between Fractofusus and Lobate Discs does not exhibit the same 477 
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spatial scaling as other univariate or bivariate spatial distributions (Fig. 3A - C) and could not be 478 

modelled by another best-fit bivariate model (Supplementary Table S2):  it is a unique 479 

association, and indicates another distinct background heterogeneity in addition to that of 480 

Bradgatia and Charniid. Notably, this pattern is a rare instance where spatial pattern is evident in 481 

the field, with Fractofusus commonly observed to overlie Lobate Discs (cf., Dufour and McIlroy 482 

2016). 483 

 484 

Habitat associations leading to competition. – Plumeropriscum – Fractofusus and 485 

Plumeropriscum – Charniodiscus both exhibit small-scale aggregation coupled with large-scale 486 

segregation (Fig. 3C).  In the case of Fractofusus and Plumeropriscum, both taxa exhibit 487 

increased densities over a shared paleo-environmental heterogeneity (as revealed by being best 488 

modelled by a shared source pd = 0.79; Fig. 3C; Supplementary Table S1), coupled with 489 

segregation (PCFmin = 0.92 between 1.5 m and 3.5 m, reducing the established specimen density 490 

by 8.4%, Fig. 3C).  Notably, this segregation could not be modelled by a heterogeneous Poisson 491 

model (Supplementary Tables S1 and  S4). Such patterns most likely derive from inter-specific 492 

resource competition as growth leads to progressive thinning and spatial segregation of the most 493 

mature specimens (cf. Mason et al. 2003; Fig. 4A, B).  This same style of habitat association and 494 

resource competition is seen between Plumeropriscum and Charniodiscus, which is similarly 495 

best modelled by a shared source (pd = 0.97, Fig. 3C; Supplementary Table S1).  The habitat 496 

associations between Plumeropriscum – Fractofusus and Plumeropriscum – Charniodiscus were 497 

significantly different, pointing to two distinct aggregation sources (pd = 0.04 and pd = 0.01, 498 

Supplementary Tables S1 and S2), for example variations in microbial mat coverage or depth.  499 
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Out of a possible 13 taxon-pairs on E surface, it is notable that inter-specific resource 500 

competition is limited to just these two instances.  The limited instances of inter-specific 501 

competition stand in stark contrast to extant marine benthic communities and other sessile 502 

communities (such as terrestrial forests) where competition is ubiquitous (Bertness and Leonard 503 

1997; Wiegand et al. 2007B).  These spatial differences also contrast with the suggestion that 504 

Avalonian communities are similarly structured to extant benthic communities (Clapham et al. 505 

2003).   At the same time, however, it is these three competing taxa – Fractofusus, 506 

Plumeropriscum and Charniodiscus – that form the majority (58.6%) of the specimens on E 507 

surface.  In other words, although the majority of taxa do not exhibit inter-specific resource 508 

competition, the majority of individuals appear to be competing for limited resources. 509 

 510 

Importance of using BNI combined with SPPA. – SPPA applied to all possible pairwise 511 

combinations on E surface revealed six non-random correlations not found by BNI.  These 512 

derive from the combined effects of two unrelated correlations rather than direct interaction.  513 

Lobate Discs, for example, have a non-random PCF with respect to Plumeropriscum, but 514 

because this correlation was not found by BNI, the signal should be interpreted as a consequence 515 

of each taxon being separately correlated with Fractofusus. The presence of indirect, non-516 

random PCFs that have a clear connection via an intermediate taxon highlights the importance of 517 

using BNI in combination with SPPA to minimise Type I errors (false positives)  when drawing 518 

palaeoecological inferences.  519 

 520 

Using spatial analyses to identify putative taphomorphs 521 
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The D and E surface communities contain abundant populations of Ivesheadiomorphs and 522 

Lobate discs, both of which have been widely viewed as the degraded taphomorphs of more 523 

‘biological’ taxa (Liu et al. 2011).  Such interpretation clearly bears critically on any spatial 524 

analysis of Avalonian ecology, particularly on the E surface, where these two problematic forms 525 

represent 13.2% of all individuals, and 46.7% of the total fossil area (~ biomass) (Clapham et al. 526 

2003).  Our PCF and RLA analyses strongly support the identification of ivesheadiomophs as 527 

taphomorphs and identify the likely precursor taxa, but find that Lobate Discs spatial 528 

distributions are inconsistent with a taphomorph affinity. 529 

 530 

Ivesheadiomorph affinity and precursor taxa. – PCF analyses found that Fractofusus – 531 

Ivesheadiomorph was best modelled by a shared source model (pd = 0.65; Fig. 3D,  E; 532 

Supplementary Table S1) as was Charniodiscus – Ivesheadiomorphs (pd = 0.82).  Neither the 533 

Fractofusus – Ivesheadiomorph nor Charniodiscus – Ivesheadiomorphs best-fit models were 534 

unique, and further analyses strongly suggests that Charniodiscus and Fractofusus are the 535 

precursor taxa of Ivesheadiomorphs on the E surface (cf. Liu et al. 2011) as follows:  First, the 536 

Fractofusus – Ivesheadiomorph and Charniodiscus – Ivesheadiomorphs correlations closely 537 

follow the univariate Fractofusus and Charniodiscus clustering (they exhibit the same small-538 

scale high aggregation under 0.4 m (Fig. 3E). Second, the best-fit models for both correlations 539 

are heterogeneous Poisson models based on Fractofusus (for the Ivesheadiomorph – Fractofusus 540 

correlation, pd = 0.55) or Charniodiscus (for the Ivesheadiomorph – Charniodiscus correlation, 541 

pd = 0.75) densities. Likewise, the Fractofusus – Ivesheadiomorph distribution could be 542 

modelled by the Plumeropriscum – Fractofusus correlation (pd = 0.56) and vice versa (pd = 0.71).   543 

And finally, the RLA show that Ivesheadiomorphs are randomly distributed within both the 544 
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Fractofusus and Charniodiscus populations (pd 
RLA 

 <0.05 for both; Fig. 3F; Supplementary 545 

Table S3).   546 

BNI of the E surface revealed a correlation between Ivesheadiomorphs and 547 

Plumeropriscum, which is best modelled by a shared source model (pd = 0.69; Fig. 3D, E; 548 

Supplementary Table S1), with a large-scale segregation of 95% CSR occurring between 2.0 m 549 

and 3.5 m.  However, corresponding SPPA rules out any precursor-taphomorph correspondence: 550 

the PCF of the Ivesheadiomorph – Plumeropriscum distribution differs significantly from the 551 

univariate Plumeropriscum; the bivariate correlation of the two ‘taxa’ cannot be modelled as a 552 

heterogeneous Poisson model using Plumeropriscum and RLA also shows significantly different 553 

density dependant behaviour of Plumeropriscum relative to Ivesheadiomorphs, and there is 554 

further overlap with other bivariate models (Supplementary Tables: Tables S2 and S4): the 555 

Ivesheadiomorph – Plumeropriscum correlation can be modelled by the same best-fit model as 556 

Fractofusus – Plumeropriscum (pd = 0.58, for non-CSR PCF) and by Charniodiscus – 557 

Plumeropriscum (pd = 0.55, for non-CSR PCF), pointing to closely comparable bivariate habits 558 

between Ivesheadiomorphs and both Fractofusus and Charniodiscus (that the combined 58% and 559 

55% of these two spatial distributions exceed 100% is explained by a modest 25% overlap in the 560 

two models).  561 

These three Ivesheadiomorph correlations (Ivesheadiomorph - Fractofusus, 562 

Ivesheadiomorph - Charniodiscus and Ivesheadiomorph - Plumeropriscum) are notable in being 563 

the only observed correlations on the D and E surfaces that were non-unique.  In other words, the 564 

spatial distributions of these pair-wise correlations are statistically indistinguishable from the 565 

bivariate distributions of other pairs – in marked contrast to all other non-Ivesheadiomorph 566 

correlations (Supplementary Table S2).  The similarity of these Ivesheadiomorph correlations 567 
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with other E surface correlations makes a microbial affinity (cf. Laflamme et al. 2011) unlikely.  568 

Further, the inclusion of non-frondose Fractofusus within the Ivesheadiomorph correlations is 569 

inconsistent with the interpretation of ivesheadiomorphs as sediment intrusions beneath fronds 570 

(cf. Wilby et al. 2011) since there was no space between recumbent Fractofusus and the 571 

substrate which could be infilled by sediment.  572 

 573 

Putative non-Ivesheadiomorph taphomorphs. – Apart from Ivesheadiomorphs, it has been argued 574 

that Lobate Discs (Liu et al. 2011), Thectardis, and Charniodiscus (Antcliffe et al. 2015) may 575 

also represent preservational variants of other (mostly unspecified) entities (as opposed to organ 576 

taxa, such as Hiemalora).  Possible precursor taxa for Lobate Discs on E surface are (the 577 

holdfasts of) Charniid, Charniodiscus, Bradgatia and Plumeropriscum.  None of these exhibit 578 

statistically similar bivariate spatial correlations, however, substantially undermining any 579 

taxonomic connection (Fig. 3D, E).  Indeed, there are no frondose taxa on E surface that could 580 

have been a plausible precursor to Lobate Discs.  By the same token, neither Charniodiscus nor 581 

Thectardis have univariate and bivariate spatial patterns that are statistically comparable to any 582 

co-occurring taxa, so are unlikely to be taphomorphic variants (contra Antcliffe et al. 2015) 583 

(Mitchell et al. 2015; Fig. 2; Supplementary Figure S3; Table S2; contra Antcliffe et al. [2015]).  584 

 585 

Multiple successions. – On a more general level, it is possible that the fossils preserved on any 586 

particular bedding surface belong to a succession of discrete communities; i.e., not all were alive 587 

at the same time (cf. Liu et al. 2012; McIlroy and Garton 2010; Antcliffe et al. 2016). The BNI 588 

and SPPA results, however, are inconsistent with multiple colonization of the E surface as are 589 

the univariate population analyses of Darroch et al. [2013] and SPPA of Mitchell et al. [2015]).  590 
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Significantly, size-distribution analyses of the E surface demonstrate single (not multiple) 591 

populations of abundant taxa (with the exception of Thectardis; Darroch et al. 2013), and 592 

univariate spatial analyses find that there is no evidence of strong univariate environmental 593 

(habitat) influences in any E surface taxa except Charniid (which eliminates bivariate 594 

correlations due to repeated successions being subject to the same environmental influence; 595 

Mitchell et al. 2015).  As such, seven of the eight E surface taxa can be recognized as 596 

contemporaneous.  This reasoning cannot be applied to Thectardis since it is not spatially 597 

correlated with any other taxon; however, its shared current alignment with frondose taxa on the 598 

same bedding surface suggests that it too was part of this community (Clapham et al. 2004) . 599 

 600 

Taphomorph ecology. –  Within Ediacaran communities, the habitat heterogeneity produced by 601 

decaying organisms has been proposed as the determining factor in community structure 602 

(Antcliffe et al. 2015; Budd and Jensen 2015; Liu et al. 2015; Dulfour and McIlroy 2016).  In 603 

this “Ediacaran-fall” model, localized concentrations of resources represented by macro-604 

carcasses are likened to more recent whale-fall or wood-fall ecosystems (c.f., Smith et al. 2015), 605 

whereby decaying organisms form the focus of for colonizers to settle upon and form 606 

communities.  When organisms feed directly on this carbon (or indirectly on the sulphides) 607 

produced by specimen decay), then the population densities of scavenger/saprophytic species 608 

tend to increase around the local resource, resulting in a spatial pattern best modelled as a linked 609 

cluster (or double cluster) model, or a heterogenous Poisson model based on carcass densities 610 

(Wiegand and Moloney 2014).   Notably, no such spatial patterns are observed with 611 

Ivesheadiomorphs on the Mistaken Point surfaces.  Instead there is a mutual clustering around 612 

two different shared sources for Ivesheadiomorphs, one with Fractofusus and the other with 613 
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Charniodiscus (Fig. 3D; Supplementary Table S1); i.e., there is no increased survival for taxa 614 

that settle near Ivesheadiomorphs.  The correlations between Ivesheadiomorphs – Fractofusus 615 

and Ivesheadiomorphs – Charniodiscus are most likely a reflection of the single taxon clustering 616 

that occurs for both these taxa, with dead specimens (i.e., Ivesheadiomorphs) randomly 617 

distributed amongst the living. Thus, our spatial analyses refute the hypothesis that any single 618 

taxa (such as Fractofusus, Charniodiscus or Plumeropriscum) were scavengers.    Alternatively, 619 

a habitat heterogeneity formed from unpreserved decayed carcasses could be detected as a 620 

habitat association between taxa.  However, if several taxa pairs were impacted by the same 621 

single decay heterogeneity, then they would be expected to share the same shared-source model 622 

– inconsistent with the four distinct habitat associations present on E surface, and the absence of 623 

any on the D surface.  Taken together, SPPA analysis rules out saprophytic habits as a 624 

controlling factor in structuring these Avalonian communities.  625 

 626 

Conclusions  627 

Our spatial analyses of the E surface at Mistaken Point reveal a fundamentally more 628 

complex community structure than has been previously recognized (Fig. 2), showing clear 629 

ecological differentiation between taxa, with all six abundant non-taphomorph taxa developing 630 

different responses to a variety of habitat spatial variations (Fig. 5, Supplementary Table S2).  631 

The presence of multiple ecological responses demonstrates that individual taxa have distinct 632 

approaches for adapting to local habitat, leading to divergent selection, reproductive isolation 633 

and ultimately biodiversification (Kawecki and Ebert 2004; Mitchell-Olds and Schmitt 2006; 634 

Hereford 2009; Sobel et al. 2010; Futuyma and Agrawal 2009). The fundamentally different 635 
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degree of organismal interaction in these Avalonian communities demonstrates their 636 

fundamentally non-uniformitarian nature, highlighted by the complete lack of D surface 637 

community inter-specific interactions, and could well account for the conspicuously slow nature 638 

of their evolutionary turnover (cf., Grazhdankin 2004).  At the same time, the low levels of 639 

competitive interactions (for example in comparison to modern forests or deep-sea reefs) 640 

established in these earliest communities of macroscopic organisms sets the stage for progressive 641 

escalation; first through elevated competition for resources, then leading to macroscopic 642 

movement and ultimately carnivory. 643 

This study has demonstrated how new approaches to spatial analysis can resolve key 644 

aspects of Avalonian paleoecology.  By combining BNI with PCFs it is possible to describe the 645 

spatial variation of specimen densities between taxa pairs, establishing when taxa are responding 646 

to each other and/or their habitat.  Modelling fitting takes these analyses beyond descriptive 647 

statistics, enabling verifiable predictions to be made and to test ecological hypotheses.  RLA 648 

enables the comparison of density dependant behaviour within a given spatial pattern, thus 649 

assisting in the identification of taphomorphs.  These techniques present a framework for further 650 

investigations, which can incorporate morphological details such as body-size to investigate 651 

broader ecological themes such as the implications of tiering and/or ecological successions on 652 

Ediacaran community structure.   653 

 654 

 655 

 656 

 657 
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Figures and table  870 

Correlation 
Removal 

p-value 
Direction 

Mean 

IS 

Size 

seen 

(m) 

 Bootstrapping 

95

% 

90

% 

80

% 

70

% 

60

% 

50

% 

Brad-Char 0.0497 0.10  0.2990 1.50 60 54 56 48 28 29 

Lob-Char 0.0002 0.06 -0.2157 0.50 57 56 59 54 51 29 

Fract-Lob 0.0006 NA  0.1420 1.00 68 67 60 54 50 54 

Fract-Ives 0.0046 NA  0.1719 1.75 83 69 44 42 36 32 

Plum-Fract 0.0008 NA  0.0000 1.75 66 45 35 31 30 13 

Disc-Fract 0.0000 0.07  0.1522 0.50 96 88 86 74 36 48 

Plum-Ives 0.0000 NA  0.0021 1.00 52 49 46 42 38 19 

Disc-Plum 0.0171 NA  0.1432 1.50 68 52 36 29 32 19 

Chard-Plum 0.0000 NA  0.3959 0.50 63 68 71 62 61 69 

Chard-Hiem 0.0011 0.01  0.0000 1.00 75 61 54 15 17 22 

Plum-Other 0.0010 0.06  0.0000 1.50 94 77 69 48 42 42 

Hiem-Other 0.0063 NA  0.0000 1.50 99 83 75 56 38 16 

Chard-Other 0.0016 NA  0.4843 1.75 59 51 53 47 37 32 

Ives-Chard 0.0001 NA  0.5016 1.75 100 71 70 50 60 67 

 871 

Table 1. Edge properties for the Bayesian Network given in Figure 4. The columns are 872 

labelled as follows: Removal p-value: The p-value for whether the network score (the fit of the 873 

network onto the data) is significantly different if that correlation is removed. Direction: The p-874 

value for whether the network score is significantly different if the direction of that correaltion is 875 

reversed. NA indicate mutual correlations. Mean IS: The mean interaction strength of all the 876 

networks bootstrapped at 95%. Size seen (m): The smallest quadrat size which the correlation is 877 

detected.  95%: The occurrence rate for the 95% bootstrapped networks which indicates 878 

consistency of correlation over different quadrats of the area of the bedding plane. Bootstrapping 879 

90-50%:  The occurances rates for the bootstrapped data when sub-sampled at the 50, 60, 70, 80 880 

and 90% levels. The following taxa notation is used: Brad: Bradgatia, Char: Charniid Chard: 881 
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Charniodiscus, Plum: Plumeropriscum, Fract: Fractofusus, Hiem: Hiemalora, Ives: 882 

Ivesheadiomorph, Lob: Lobate Discs. 883 
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 885 

 886 

Figure 1: Locality showing (A) the location of Mistaken Point Ecological Reserve in 887 

Newfound Canada. (B) The location of D and E surfaces within the reserve with the formations 888 

shown in grey scale as given in (C).  (C) Stratigraphic column showing radiometric dates and the 889 

location of D and E surfaces.  Modified from Liu 2016 (Fig. 1 E-F).  890 
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 892 

 893 

Figure 2: Bayesian Network for the ‘E’ surface. Correlations are indicated by lines 894 

connecting the two taxa. The occurrence rate is indicated by the width of the edge; the wider the 895 

line, the higher the occurrence rate. Arrows indicated non-mutual dependence between two taxa. 896 

Numbers by the lines are the mean interaction strengths of the correlations, with positive 897 

interaction strengths indicating aggregation, negative segregation, and zero indicating different 898 

aggregation and segregation behaviours at different densities. 899 
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 900 

Figure 3. Pair correlation functions (PCF) for the 'E' surface. The x-axis is the inter-point 901 

distance between organisms in metres. On the y-axis, PCF = 1 indicates CSR, <1 indicates 902 

segregation and >1 indicates aggregation. (A) Charniid – Lobate Disc bivariate distribution and 903 

Lobate Disc univariate distribution.  Grey shaded area is the boundaries of 99 Monte Carlo 904 

simulation of the CSR bivariate distribution. (B) ) Charniid – Bradgatia bivariate distribution 905 

and Charniid univariate distribution.  Grey shaded area is the boundaries of 99 Monte Carlo 906 

simulation of the CSR bivariate distribution..  (C) PCFs of non-Ivesheadiomorph bivariate 907 

distributions of Fractofusus and Plumeropriscum. Grey shaded area is the boundaries of 99 908 

Monte Carlo simulation of the CSR bivariate distribution of Fractofusus – Plumeropriscum. (D) 909 
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Bivariate PCFs of Ivesheadiomorph interactions. Grey shaded area is the boundaries of 99 Monte 910 

Carlo simulation of the CSR bivariate distribution of Ivesheadiormorph – Plumeropriscum. (E)  911 

Bivariate PCFs of Ivesheadiomorph interactions showing the best-fit shared source model of 912 

Ivesheadiomorph – Charniodiscus.  Grey shaded area showing the boundaries of 99 Monte Carlo 913 

simulations for the best-fit shared source model of Ivesheadiomorph – Charniodiscus.  (F) RLA 914 

results for the Ivesheadiomorph distributions. On the y-axis, PCF = 0 indicates CSR.  Grey 915 

shaded area is the boundaries of 99 Monte Carlo simulation of the CSR randomlly labelled 916 

distributions. 917 
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 919 

 920 

Figure 4: (A) Reconstruction of the habitat association between Fractofusus – 921 

Plumeropriscum resulting in mutual aggregation on top of the deduced heterogeneous habitat 922 

(grey).  In the case of Plumeropriscum – Fractofusus (and Plumeropriscum – Charniodiscus, not 923 

figured), these habitat associations result in competition for resources between mature specimens 924 

leading to thinning (segregation) of these larger individuals (B).  Note that only a single 925 

generation are depicted to ensure clarity of the process. More realistically there would be 926 

multiple generations and different size classes (since these taxa reproduce continuously, Darroch 927 

et. al. 2013). 928 
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 930 

 931 

Figure 5: Summary diagram of the E surface bivariate interactions and associations. Top 932 

row: Bradgatia, Charniid, Fractofusus, Plumeropriscum, Charniodiscus, Thectardis.  Bottom 933 

row: Lobate Discs, Ivesheadiomorphs.  Grey line denote taxa with unknown/desputed affinities 934 

while black indicates interactions and associations between living-at-time-of-burial organisms.  935 

Two inward arrows indicate mutual habitat associations,  solid lines indicate only these habitat 936 

associations, while long dashes indicated these associations result in resource competition.  937 

Arrow with dotted line depicts pre-emptive competition.  938 
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Ives Chard LCM 0.213 14 126 0.06 0.00079 

Brad Chard LCM 2.742 56 13 0.33 0.00548 

Ives Plum LCM 0.282 43 19 0.32 0.00300 

Ives Fract LCM 0.570 34 23 0.25 0.00920 

Lob Fract LCM 0.219 51 12 0.34 0.00394 

Chard Plum LDCM 0.329 12 19 0.11 0.07695 

Fract Plum LDCM 0.723 60 419 0.01 0.00417 

Ives Fract LDCM 0.497 99 68 0.24 0.00162 

Brad Char SS 1.374 27 14 0.66 0.00186 

Chard Plum SS 0.450 9 18 0.97 0.00168 

Fract Plum SS 0.457 9 28 0.79 0.00030 

Ives Plum SS 0.457 9 19 0.69 0.00036 

Ives Fract SS 1.212 24 11 0.65 0.00098 

Ives Chard SS 1.060 22 14 0.82 0.00016 

Lob Fract SS 1.268 26 14 0.70 0.00177 

 940 

Supplementary Table S1. Bivariate parameters for the best-fit models for the aggregated 941 

correlations.  The parameters for the shared source models (SS), linked cluster models (LCM) 942 

and linked double cluster models (LDCM). pd = 1 corresponds to a perfect fit of the model on 943 

the data, while pd = 0 corresponds to no fit at all.  2 denotes the size of the cluster radius.  CSR 944 

models are not included in this table because for all pd  < 0.01 The rows in bold are the best-fit 945 

models for those correlations.  The Charniid – Lobate disc correlation is not included because it 946 

is a segregation, not aggregation.  The best-fit models for each correlation are shown in bold.  947 

The following taxa notation is used: Chard: Charniodiscus, Plum: Plumeropriscum, Fract: 948 

Fractofusus, Ives: Ivesheadiomorph, Lob: Lobate Discs. 949 
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 951 

Correlation 

Modelled 

Correlation compared 

Chard - 

Ives 

Plum - 

Chard 

Plum - 

Ives 

Fract - 

Plum 

Fract - 

Ives 

Fract - 

Lob 

Chard - Ives 0.82 0.04 0.15 0.22 0.38 0.20 

Plum - 

Chard 0.01 0.97 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.40 

Plum - Ives 0.01 0.55 0.69 0.58 0.71 0.01 

Fract - Plum 0.04 0.04 0.64 0.79 0.01 0.16 

Fract - Ives 0.01 0.01 0.56 0.02 0.65 0.34 

Lob - Fract 0.13 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.07 0.82 

 952 

Supplementary Table S2. The p-values of the best fit models fit onto other interactions.  953 

To check for consistence of data, and the best fit models fit onto the bivariate PCFs of other 954 

correlations.  A value of pd =1 corresponds to a perfect fit of the model on the data, while pd = 0 955 

corresponds to no fit. Note that while these numbers may seem low they need to be considered in 956 

context of the PCF graph (Fig. 3), which show the small fluctuations of the observed PCF around 957 

the model PCF.  The following taxa notation is used: Brad: Bradgatia, Char: Charniid Chard: 958 

Charniodiscus, Plum: Plumeropriscum, Fract: Fractofusus, Ives: Ivesheadiomorph, Lob: Lobate 959 

Discs.  960 
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 962 

Taxon   Taxon 

1              2 

PCF 12/ PCF 

1,1+2 - PCF 21/ 

PCF 2,1+2 

Fract Ives 0.85 

Chard Ives 0.37 

Plum Ives 0.01 

 963 

Supplementary Table S3.  P-values for random labelling analysis.  The PCF of taxon 1 is 964 

given by PCF11,    Taxon 2 by PCF 22 , Taxon 1 on 2 PCF 12 , Taxon 2 on 1 PCF 21, Taxon 2 over 965 

the combined PCFs of both taxa PCF 2,1+2 and Taxon 1 over the combined PCFs of both taxa 966 

PCF 12/ PCF 1,1+2. A pd
RLA

 = 1 corresponds the CSR model, and so a random RLA pattern 967 

between the two taxa -  zero difference between the two groups. Therefore, where pd 
RLA 

  = 1 968 

there is no density dependence whereas pd 
RLA

 = 0 corresponds to no CSR model fit between the 969 

two groups, thus a density dependent spatial pattern. The following taxa notation is used: Chard: 970 

Charniodiscus, Plum: Plumeropriscium, Fract: Fractofusus, Ives: Ivesheadiomorph.  971 
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 973 

Taxon 

1 

Taxon 

2 

Taxon 

1 

Taxon 

2 

Joint 1 

and 2 

Radius 

(m) 

Chard Ives 0.58 0.14 0.75 0.50 

Plum Chard 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.70 

Plum Ives 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.50 

Fract Plum 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.60 

Fract Ives 0.56 0.02 0.55 0.30 

Fract Lob 0.07 0.02 0.03 0.50 

Char Brad 0.07 0.03 0.05 1.00 

Char  Lob 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.50 

 974 

Supplementary Table S4. P-values for heterogeneous Poisson models created using the 975 

background densities of taxa given by the columns ). pd = 1 corresponds to a perfect fit of the 976 

model on the data, while pd = 0 corresponds to no fit at all. Radius is the radius of the kernel 977 

used to generate the heterogeneous background. The following taxa notation is used: Chard: 978 

Charniodiscus, Plum: Plumeropriscum, Fract: Fractofusus, Ives: Ivesheadiomorph, Lob: Lobate 979 

Discs, Char: Charniid, Brad: Bradgatia. 980 

Supplementary Information 981 

Extended methods 982 

Specimen identification 983 

To minimise identification errors, coarse taxonomic groups were used to (c.f. Clapham 984 

2011). For example, subtle differences in branching structure or morphological structures that 985 

differentiate species or even genera may not be preserved, e.g. Beothukis and Vinlandia are 986 

distinguished by a single branching characteristic (Brasier et al. 2012).  Identification to genus 987 
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level or higher order taxonomic rank is inevitably more robust to preservational variations, and is 988 

standard practice in modern community ecology analysis (Milns et al. 2010).   989 

By far the most dominant type of fossil preserved on the D and E surfaces are 990 

rangeomorphs, a group characterized by a fractally branching morphology with unresolved 991 

phylogenetic affinities.  Five of the ten taxonomic groups used in this study are rangeomorphs:  992 

 993 

1) Bradgatia (Fig. 3g). A frondose rangeomorph (B. linfordensis), with multifoliate 994 

branches emanating from a common basal attachment (Boynton and Ford 1995, Flude 995 

and Narbonne 2008).  Bradgatia is the second most abundant taxon on D surface (9.9% 996 

of the total assemblage, 140 specimens), but relatively rare on E surface (1.1% of the 997 

total assemblage, 34 specimens).  On D surface it measures 2.1-11.6 cm in long-axis 998 

dimension, vs. 5.4-18.9 cm for the E surface population (Clapham et al. 2003). 999 

2) Charniids (Fig. 3a).  A group of frondose rangeomorphs with primary branches 1000 

alternating along a central stem, represented on D and E surfaces by Beothukis 1001 

mistakensis (Brasier et al. 2009) and rare specimens of Charnia masoni (Ford 1958) (see 1002 

Fig. 4a, b, Laflamme et al. 2007).  Charniids are found on both the D and E surfaces 1003 

(1.7% and 2.5% of their total assemblages, with 25 and 76 specimens respectively).   On 1004 

D surface their preserved long-axis dimension is 6.7-27.0 cm, vs. 2.8-21.2 cm on E 1005 

surface (Clapham et al. 2003). 1006 

3) Pectinifrons (Fig. 3e).  A rangeomorph genus  (P. abyssalis) with multiple branches 1007 

arranged to one side of a central trunk (Bamforth et al. 2008).  Pectinifrons is only found 1008 

on D surface where it is one of only three abundant taxa (7.6% of the total assemblage, 1009 

108 specimens); long-axis dimension 2.8-16.6cm (Clapham et al. 2003). 1010 
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4) Plumeropriscum (Fig. 3b).  A genus (P. hofmanni) of frondose Rangeomorphs with 1011 

branches emananting from a shared point at the top of the stem (Mason and Narbonne 1012 

2016); previously known as Feather Dusters (cf. Clapham et al. 2003).  Plumeropriscum 1013 

occur abundantly on the E surface (9.1% of the assemblage, 272 specimens), with a long-1014 

axis dimension of 0.9-15.3 cm (Clapham et al. 2003).   1015 

5) Fractofusus (Fig. 3i).  A rounded, elongate spindle-like rangeomorph, with two offset 1016 

rows of irregularly alternating, self-similar, subdivided frondlets arranged along a central 1017 

axis (Gehling and Narbonne 2007).  Fractofusus misra is the most common taxon on 1018 

both D and E surfaces, with limited (<5) Fractofusus andersoni present.  Fractofusus 1019 

comprises of 76.3% and 38.4% of the respective assemblages (1070 and 1140 specimens 1020 

respectively); long-axis dimension on D surface is 0.9-113.0 cm, vs. 2.75-36.25 cm on E 1021 

surface (Clapham et al. 2003). 1022 

 1023 

Three further non-rangeomorph groups in this study are sufficiently distinct to recognize as 1024 

bona fide biological entities:   1025 

 1026 

6) Charniodiscus (Fig. 3c).  A stalked frondose ‘arboreomorph’ characterized by a distinct 1027 

disc-shaped holdfast and absence of fractal, rangeomorph style branching (Laflamme and 1028 

Narbonne 2008, Brasier et al. 2012, Hoyal Cuthill and Conway Morris 2014).  Two 1029 

species of Charniodiscus occur abundantly on the E surface (11.0% of the total 1030 

assemblage, 326 specimens) with a long-axis dimension of 1.0 - 29.1 cm (Clapham et al. 1031 

2003). 1032 

 1033 
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7) Hiemalora (Fig. 3h).  A discoidal organ-taxon, distinguished by radial filaments 1034 

emanating from the circumference. Hiemalora stellaris is often considered an organ 1035 

taxon of Primocandelabrum hiemaloranum (Hoffmann et al. 2008).  Hiemalora 1036 

comprises 1.3% of specimens on E surface (39 specimens), with a disc diameter of 0.8-1037 

2.7 cm (Clapham et al. 2003). 1038 

 1039 

8) Thectardis (Fig. 3d).  A triangular shaped fossil, with conspicuously limited 1040 

morphological distinction and much-debated phylogenetic affinity (e.g. Narbonne et al. 1041 

2014); one possibility is that it is a sponge (Sperling et al. 2011). Thectardis is found 1042 

exclusively on the E surface (1.3% of the total assemblage, 39 specimens), and has a 1043 

long-axis dimension of 4.8-16.5cm (Clapham et al. 2003). 1044 

 1045 

The final two groupings used in this analysis are the degradationally obscured remains of 1046 

one or more pre-existing forms (taphomorphs).  They are included because of their numerical 1047 

abundance on both of the analysed surfaces, and the likelihood that their distribution had some 1048 

correspondence to overall community structure.  The two taphomorph groups are:  1049 

 1050 

9) Lobate Discs (Fig. 3f).  A group of putative taphomorphs characterized by a circular 1051 

shape, with high relief, approximately radially symmetrical, irregular lobes.  Lobate discs 1052 

have been suggested to be the taphomorphs of holdfast discs (Liu et al. 2011).  Lobate 1053 

discs are found on the E surface, (5.4% of the total assemblage, 160 specimens) with a 1054 

diameter range of 3.6-38.4cm (Clapham et al. 2003). 1055 
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10) Ivesheadiomorphs (Fig. 3j).  A group of putative taphomorphs characterized by a lack of 1056 

consistent internal or external form, low preservation detail and rarity of symmetrical 1057 

features (Liu et al. 2011).  The precursor taxa from which they decayed is unknown, but 1058 

likely to vary.  25  specimens were documented on D surface (1.8% of the total biota.  On 1059 

the E surface form 7.9% of the total assemblage (232 specimens) where their dimensions 1060 

range from 5.5-55.0cm (Clapham et al. 2003).   1061 

 1062 

In addition to these ten more or less recognizable ‘taxa’ we identify two further bins.  The 1063 

first includes frondose organisms that are too eroded/degraded to identify  while the second is to 1064 

accommodate forms representing less than 1% of their respective biotas (< 30 specimens on D 1065 

surface, or <50 specimens on E Surface) and/or are cannot be placed in a known ‘taxon’.  1066 

 1067 

11)  “Holdfast Discs” is a bin-group that includes all discoidal specimens of uncertain 1068 

affinity, with or without associated stems, which lack sufficient preservation detail to 1069 

identify the taxon or group.  This group likely contains eroded Charniodiscus and 1070 

Plumeropriscum specimens (c.f. the frondose group of Clapham et al. 2003). This bin 1071 

group forms a large proportion of specimens on the E surface (18.1% of the total 1072 

assemblage, 530 specimens) with a long-axis dimension of 0.6-18.4cm (Clapham et al. 1073 

2003).  1074 

12)  “Other species” is a bin group used to incorporate any forms that do not fall into any of 1075 

the other groups.  This group contains a taxonomically eclectic selection of taxa, and so 1076 

does not enter into our ecological discussions - it is included here so that all documented 1077 
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specimens are categorized.  Of the total recorded specimens on the D surface, 1.7% fell 1078 

into this category, and on the E surface 3.9% of the  total assemblage, 116 specimens. 1079 

 1080 

When referring to the grouped data, the groups are treated as nouns and therefore 1081 

capitalized, while the taxonomic group is not e.g. Charniid is the data group that contains 1082 

charniid specimens, similarly, Ivesheadiomorphs is the data group that contains ivesheadiomorph 1083 

specimens. The name of the group e.g. Lobate Discs is plural, whereas for taxonomically defined 1084 

species such as Fractofusus it is singular.  1085 

Spatial analyses 1086 

Spatial analyses fall into two broad categories: A) Bayesian network inference (BNI) and 1087 

B) Spatial point process analyses (SPPA).  BNI is used to identify primary correlations between 1088 

taxa and SPPA is used to deduce the most likely underlying processes.  Within the SPPA 1089 

analyses there are three types of analysis used to determine the most likely underlying processes:  1090 

B.1) description of spatial pattern using pair correlation functions (PCFs); B.2) model fitting and 1091 

B.3) random labelling analyses.   1092 

A) Bayesian Network inference. – For these networks, taxa are defined as the nodes and 1093 

their relationships between taxa are edges, with edge strength assigned a weighting described as 1094 

the influence score (Yu et al. 2004). An influence score of one indicates a positive correlation 1095 

and an influence score of minus one corresponds to a negative correlation, whereas an influence 1096 

score of zero corresponds to a non-monotonic interaction (that is one that has different behaviour 1097 

at different spatial scales).   1098 
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Banjo requires discrete data, which ensures data noise is masked and only the relative 1099 

densities of each taxon are important.  To convert the spatial positions of specimens into data 1100 

suitable for BNI analyses the following steps were taken (following Milns et al. 2010): 1101 

 1102 

1. Node definition. The nodes were defined by taxa groups (Fig. 3). 1103 

2. Quadrat selection.  Abundance data was calculated in terms of specimen density within 1104 

quadrats (0.25m - 2.0m) to capture different correlations at different spatial scales.  1105 

3. Discretisation. For each quadrat, taxon density was split into three intervals: zero counts, 1106 

low counts (under the median) and high counts (above the median) to capture the 1107 

maximal amount of data information while masking noise (Yu et al. 2004).  Zero was 1108 

treated as a separate entity because the presence of one individual is very different to a 1109 

zero presence (Yu et al. 2004).  Medians were used in preference to means because for 1110 

some groups the high counts were very high, which would result in a very small number 1111 

of samples, grouped in the highest interval.   1112 

4. Contingency test filtering. To exclude false positive correlations between taxa we used 1113 

contingency filtering (χ
2
 tests, p > 0.25). 1114 

 1115 

This discretised data and excluded correlations were input into the BNI algorithm Banjo, 1116 

which finds the best-fit network using a simulated annealing search repeated 100 million times 1117 

(Heckerman et al. 1999). To minimise outliers bias, 100 samples were bootstrapped at 95% level 1118 

(Magurran 2013), and each sample was analysed using Banjo.  For each possible edge the 1119 

probability of occurrence was bimodal, suggesting two groups of edges, the rare/low occurrence 1120 

ones, and the high occurrence edges. The high occurrence edges were taken to be the 1121 
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constituents of the underlying network and found using Mclust (Fraley et al. 2012). The strength 1122 

of each edge was calculated by finding the mean influence score of that edge over the 100 1123 

sample networks.  1124 

The bootstrapping performed at 95% levels was a good approximation of the data; 1125 

however, by using bootstrap levels of lower percentages it was possible to compare the effect of 1126 

lower taxa densities on the identified network.  This enables the comparison of the likelihood of 1127 

finding a correlation between taxa given variations in specimen density, for example to compare 1128 

surfaces with different levels of erosion. Bootstrapped networks were found using five different 1129 

bootstrap levels: 10% intervals from 90% to 50% level.  For example, the average density of ‘D’ 1130 

surface is approximately half the density of ‘E’ surface, due in part to higher levels of erosion 1131 

(Wood et al. 2003). This density difference means that it is not clear whether any inter-surface 1132 

differences are due to differences in present fossil density, or to original ecological processes.  1133 

By using a 50% bootstrap level on the E surface, specimen density is similar to D surface, so 1134 

more equal comparisons can be made about the inter-taxa correlation.   1135 

In order to assess the effects of differential erosion between the two bedding surfaces, 1136 

further BNI analyses were carried out on bootstrapped data sampled at 50%, 60%, 70%, 80% and 1137 

90%.    Comparison of the resultant networks was used to assess which inter-specific correlations 1138 

are sensitive to density reductions, and whether lower density levels preclude finding significant 1139 

correlations.   1140 

Further analyses were performed to compare the effects of taxon removal, edge removal 1141 

and changing edge direction to assess each of their relative importance to the network. Mann-1142 

Whitney tests were used to compare the network scores of the missing taxa networks to the 1143 

networks for all taxa. If the network scores were significantly different, the taxon was said to be 1144 
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crucial for the network. This process was repeated for each taxon in turn. The importance of each 1145 

edge was assessed in a similar way, and each edge direction was similarly assessed.  1146 

B) Spatial point process analyses. –  Differential erosion has the potential to distort spatial 1147 

analyses (Matthews et al. 2017) and this data has been tested for impact of differential erosion 1148 

using heterogeneous Poisson models to model possible sources of erosion (Mitchell et al. 2015), 1149 

with no significant effects found. 1150 

 1151 

B.1) Bivariate PCFs were calculated from the population density using a grid of 10cm x 1152 

10cm cells.  To minimise noise a smoothing was applied to the PCF dependent on specimen 1153 

abundance: A three cell smoothing over this grid was applied for Fractofusus, five cells for 1154 

Charniodiscus, Ivesheadiomorph and Plumeropriscum s, and 15 cells for Bradgatia and 1155 

Charniid.  To test whether the PCF exhibited complete spatial randomness (CSR), 99 simulations 1156 

were run for each relationship on a homogeneous background to generate simulation envelopes 1157 

around the random (PCF = 1) and the fit of the fossil data to CSR was done using Diggle’s 1158 

goodness-of-fit test (pd, Diggle 2003, Illian et al. 2008). Note that due to non-independence of 1159 

spatial data, Monte-Carlo generated simulation envelopes cannot be interpreted as confidence 1160 

intervals.   1161 

Additionally, these two comparisons should be used in tandem for the following reasons: 1162 

1) the Monte Carlo simulation envelopes do not necessarily correspond  to confidence intervals, 1163 

and run the risk of Type I errors if the observed PCF falls near the edge of the simulation 1164 

envelope (Illian et al. 2009). 2) The  pd does not strictly test whether a model should be accepted 1165 

or rejected, but whether the PCFs for the observed data are within the range of the stochastic 1166 

realization of the model (Diggle 2003). 3) The pd depends on the range over which it is 1167 
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calculated. For example, the model may not fit at very small distances due to the physical 1168 

occupation of that space by the organisms themselves, but fit well at larger distances (Diggle 1169 

2003; Illian et al. 2008).  Thus, visual inspection of the PCFs with Monte Carlo simulation 1170 

envelopes, coupled with pd ensures that these errors are minimzed.   1171 

B.2) Aggregation model fitting. For each bivariate aggregation found, the fit of 1172 

heterogeneous Poisson models, shared source models, linked cluster and linked double cluster 1173 

models were compared to the observed data following the same procedure as for testing for CSR 1174 

(Baddeley et al. 2015).    1175 

 1176 

Heterogeneous Poisson models. – Heterogeneous models were fit to each bivariate 1177 

interaction, and their fit assessed using 99 Monte Carlo simulations and pd-values.  Three 1178 

different heterogeneous backgrounds were generated from density maps of taxa defined by a 1179 

circle of radius r over which the density is averaged throughout the mapped fossiliferous surface 1180 

area. Density maps were formed using estimators within the range of 0.1< r <1m, and the radius 1181 

corresponding to the best-fit model was used.  These maps were generated for 1) taxon 1; 2) 1182 

taxon 2; and 3) both taxa.  1183 

 1184 

Linked and double cluster and shared source models. – Linked cluster, double cluster and 1185 

shared source models were fitted to the PCF of the data.  Where necessary to aid model fitting, 1186 

individual taxon aggregation parameters were input.  The model was checked using 99 Monte 1187 

Carlo simulations, pd-values, and by model parameter comparisons. 1188 

To assess whether each relationship could be similarly modelled by the other best-fit model 1189 

from other relationships, the best-fit model from each relationship was fitted to the other 1190 
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relationships.  Simulation envelopes and pd-values were used to evaluate fit (SI: Table 2).  To 1191 

further verify these results, the best-fit models were also compared to the bivariate PCF found 1192 

using Clapham et al.’s data and vice-a-versa. 1193 

 1194 

B.3) Random labelling analyses. – The pattern of dead specimens within their living 1195 

population can be investigated using a type of SPPA called random labelling analyses (RLA), 1196 

which allows the assessment of how one sub-group behave in reference to another by randomly 1197 

reassigning the identity of these sub-groups within the population. For example, when 1198 

investigating the spatial patterns of dead trees within a forest, the tree position stay fixed, but 1199 

whether the specimen is dead or alive is varied (De La Cruz et al. 2008).   If such reassignment 1200 

does not produce a significantly different spatial distribution, then the two groups have a random 1201 

structure within the total spatial structure, and thus do not interact.  In particular, a variant of 1202 

RLA (see below) can used to detect density-dependent mortality. If this RLA reveals a 1203 

significantly non-random structure, then that one group (e.g. dead specimens) is mainly located 1204 

in areas with a high density of both groups (e.g. both living and dead specimens). In this case, 1205 

RLA can be used to deduce whether dead trees are randomly distributed within the living, i.e. 1206 

independent of the living, or whether there is a differential spatial distribution to mortality, such 1207 

as localized disease (Yu et al. 2009).    1208 

 The PCF for each taxon (denoted PCF 11 for taxon 1 and PCF 22 for taxon 2), between 1209 

both taxon (PCF12  and PCF 12) and over the joint pattern (PCF 1,1+2  and PCF 2,2+1) were 1210 

calculated, and used to calculate the difference PCF 12 / PCF 1,1+2 − PCF 21/ PCF 2,2+1.  If PCF 12 / 1211 

PCF 1,1+2 − PCF 21/ PCF 2,2+1> 0 then taxon 2 are mainly located in areas with high intensity of the 1212 

joint pattern and taxon 1 are in low density areas: taxon 2 have more neighbours than taxon 1. 1213 
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Departure means that the process that assigns the labels is density dependent; for example, 1214 

disease more easily in high density areas.  These RLA differences are calculated and plotted 1215 

simiarilry to PCF plots, and then the goodness-of-fit 1216 

99 Monte Carlo simulations were run where the location of both taxa remained constant, 1217 

but the taxon at each specimen location were assigned randomly, and CSR assessed using these 1218 

simulations and pd value.  1219 
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 1250 

Supplementary Figure 1. Reconstruction of Bedding Planes (A) D and (B) E from mapped 1251 

fossil data. The fossils are labelled as Dark Blue: Fractofusus, Pink: Bradgatia, Red: 1252 
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Charniodiscus, Orange: Discs, Yellow (E surface): Plumeropriscum, (D surface) Pectinifrons, 1253 

Purple: Charniid, Black: Thectardis, Light Blue: Lobate Discs, Green: Ivesheadiomorph, Grey: 1254 

Others.  Axis units are in metres. 1255 
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 1257 

Supplementary Figure 2: Taxa of Mistaken Point 'E' Surface. Specimens were recorded 1258 

as one of twelve taxonomic groups of macrofossils, (A) Charniid (Beothukis figured), (B) 1259 

Plumeropriscum (C) Charniodiscus, (D) Thectardis, (E) Pectinifrons, (F) Lobate Discs, (G) 1260 

Bradgatia, (H) Hiemalora, (I) Fractofusus and (J) Ivesheadiomorphs.  Scale bar is 1cm.  The 1261 

two bin-groups are not figured because by definition they consist of irregular group of 1262 

specimens.   1263 

  1264 
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 1265 

 1266 

Supplementary Figure S3: Pair correlation functions (PCF) for the 'E' surface non-CSR 1267 

single taxon PCFs. The x-axis is the inter-point distance between organisms in metres. On the y-1268 

axis, PCF = 1 indicates CSR, <1 indicates segregation and >1 indicates aggregation. The grey 1269 

shaded area denotes the boundaries of 99 Monte Carlo simulations of CSR. 1270 
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